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Attempting to provide faculty with the motivation,
guidance, and resources to integrate active learning in their
classrooms presents several challenges. During this session,
attendees will leave understanding successful strategies as well
as lessons learned during efforts to expand active learning
throughout a STEM college at a regional comprehensive
university (using funds from a federal grant) as well as
throughout the entire institution (as part of a SACS
reaffirmation QEP). Examples of active learning across the
disciplines will be discussed, as well as the resources needed to
make the expansion of their use successful.
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“any instructional method that engages students in 
learning process”

“students do meaningful learning activities and think 
about what they are doing”

“involve students more directly in the learning process”
“as opposed to passively listening to an expert”
“student effort to actively construct their own knowledge”

“Active Learning”

“evidence-based instructional practices”



Contrasting views of Learning

Lecturer: I know a lot 
about this topic, so I will 
transmit my knowledge 
to you by telling you 
about it.

Facilitator: I know a lot 
about this topic, so I will 
create situations and 
present learning 
challenges to you so that 
you construct your own 
knowledge structure.

Transmissionist Constructivist 





Figure 1B, Freeman et al, PNAS 2014 



M. Stains et al, Science 2018 



Why does faculty practice not match the evidence?
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Second literature example



Interested in using more active learning techniques? Y 74%
If not interested, why not?  38% already using

16% does not fit my course/discipline
14% not enough time
7% AL does not work
7% misunderstanding AL

Our data

Barriers (n=130):
24% No time for development 22% classes too large
15% students not ready/able 15% no major barriers
8% not enough time in class 8% classroom not designed for it
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The STEM Center at SHSU

Funded by a 2017 IUSE award from NSF, the STEM Center is 
a faculty-led, STEM student-focused program which:

1. Improves preparation of incoming STEM students
2. Provides research opportunities at early stages
3. Increases the use of active learning by STEM faculty

Summer 2018:  MoSI for 25 STEM faculty
a diverse group from CoSET
no compensation for attendance
minigrants available to 10 of the attendees
stipends, support
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The 2019-24 QEP at SHSU

Several “pockets” of active learning used on campus
-- STEM faculty
-- CoBA faculty
-- Humanities faculty

Realizing an opportunity for expanding active learning 
throughout more than just one college, several faculty members 
submitted a proposal to have this as the focus of the QEP.

There will be several opportunities for faculty to learn more 
about the integration of active learning in their classrooms, 
along with resources to ensure effective integration.



The 2019-24 QEP at SHSU

Opportunities for faculty:
-- more MoSIs each summer for novices
-- ACUE’s course on Effective Teaching Practices
-- 2-year fellowships for those wanting to take a deep dive

Resources:
-- mini-grants
-- travel funds to workshops
-- faculty learning communities
-- active learning library for digital resources
-- classroom redesign







The 2019-24 QEP at SHSU

Anticipated barriers to optimal involvement from faculty:

-- initiative fatigue

-- adverse impact on teaching evaluations

-- not rewarded in tenure/promotion/merit process

-- don’t see the benefits (why waste the time)
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Collect and share your ideas using…

Enter your barrier and idea

https://goo.gl/forms/0gPhyhCo8BKbdn6x2





Questions?
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